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A NOTE FROM
OUR BOARD
CHAIR
God is using My Quiet Cave in
amazing ways to bring healing,
community and restoration to
people’s lives. I am thrilled to see
multiple facilitators come out of
Overcome groups in this past year.
God has used the Overcome
curriculum to help heal people to the
point where they can use their stories
to help heal others. This past year, we
also finalized a veteran and military
specific curriculum to bring healing
to our warriors. I cannot wait to see
what God does this year! I am
extremely thankful to be a part of an
organization that follows God's lead
and His heart.
Elizabeth Stevens, MD
Chairman of the Board
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On September 17, 2018 the first Teen Overcome
Class launched with 13 teenagers at Colorado
Community Church in Aurora! Each week, they
poured in to the Sunday School classroom to
engage in conversation about their mental
health challenges, family relationships, and
school struggles. The mental health professionals
who facilitated the class were impressed with
the respect the teens showed each other while
sharing their situations and needs. Their insight
and vulnerability surpassed their years. The
common thought is that teenagers are angry, out
of control, and disrespectful, but it’s amazing
what can happen when we give them the
opportunity to be heard, cared for and validated
in a group of their understanding peers. Within
weeks of the class starting, the teens were asking
for the group to extend beyond the 9 week class!
Megan Magel, MA, LPC
Colorado Community Church

STORIES

Overcome was a great blessing. The scripture
based homework helped me see God's provision
in our struggles with my daughter's illness. The
group was very supportive and nonjudgemental.
Everyone was able to share and be honest. I was
able to face some very hard issues and see how
others had handled them. The leader was very
kind and informative. God was always present in
his spirit, in the comforting scriptures and in the
hearts of all present. This class helped me in so
many ways.
Heather Hunley
Front Range Christian School

A YEAR OF
INNOVATION
2018 was a year of innovation for My Quiet Cave, and fittingly, we spent nearly the entire year with other
nonprofits in the Community First accelerator called the Innovation Society. In 2018 we looked at
everything including our basic mission, our programs, our marketing, and even our roles at My Quiet Cave.
Everything got an overhaul.

What surprised us most about the process was how much the community at large is incredibly excited
about faith communities coming to the table to address mental health. Everyone is rooting for the Church
and faith communities to make a difference with mental health, and we can!

In 2019 we are working on serving our community, churches and faith communities, and the population
at large by asking what people need and how we can provide it for them. How can we be easier to work
with? How can we build more beneficial programs? How can we improve everything we do to ensure faith
communities can make the biggest difference?

Please be on the lookout in 2019 for all the ways we continue to improve everything at My Quiet Cave!
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Everyone is rooting for
the Church and faith
communities to make a
difference with mental
health and we can!

WHAT WE DO
We help faith communities address mental health.
OVERCOME
Creating spaces for people to discover who they are in 9-week
groups
We spent this past year developing tools and resources to make
it easier for churches to implement Overcome and promote
groups. We created an Overcome Implementation Guide, so
that churches worldwide can create safe spaces for people to
heal and experience community. We also wrapped up
developing TRIBE, a Veteran specific Overcome group, to make
sure our warriors have a place to connect with others and
experience themselves and beloved.
CAVE GROUPS
Creating spaces for people to discover community in ongoing
groups
Creating space for community is a long term process. This year,
we had 3 CAVE groups running in the Denver Metro area and we
will be running our first CAVE for Teens starting in February
2019.
EDUCATION
Creating spaces for leaders to learn about mental health and
what it means to be whole
When our leaders are informed, well-resourced and have a plan
for mental health, they are able to create thriving communities!
In partnership with the Jefferson Center for Mental Health, we
held 8 lunch & learn workshops for faith leaders. Experts from
all different areas of mental health spoke about depression,
eating disorders, suicide, the dynamics of adoption and
ministering to the refugee population. We also developed a
Church Plan for Mental Health, to help our faith leaders create
safe spaces for community and healing.

PROGRAM
UPDATE
113

people
participated in
an Overcome
group in 2018

TRIBE, an Overcome group specifically for
Veterans, was developed and a test group
was lead by our Board Chair, Elizabeth
Stevens.
47 facilitators were trained to lead
Overcome groups.
21 Overcome groups ran in 2018, including 13
groups with new partners.
Our first Overcome for Teens ran at Colorado
Community Church, with almost 20
participants!
Front Range Christian School was our first
Overcome partnership with a school.
4 Cave Groups are running in the Denver
Metro Area.
8 workshops were hosted for faith leaders
on various mental health issues including
childhood trauma, refugees, perinatal
depression and suicide prevention. This
lunch & learn format was in partnership
with the Jefferson Center for Mental Health
and sponsored by PF Chang’s in Park
Meadows.

Because of your partnership in 2018, we were able to double the
sites offering Overcome. We also were able to begin
partnerships in Iowa and Tennessee. More important than the
places My Quiet Cave is, though, are the people.

We have heard from individuals that their lives have been
changed. We have heard from churches that they are
understanding what to do and how in order to make a
difference. We heard from the community that they are
thankful that churches are stepping into the gap.

Everything we do is because of you and your support. Thank you
for making an incredible difference.

Thank You
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FINANCES
2018
JANUARY $6,260
$9,099

FEBRUARY

MARCH $6,618
APRIL

$10,420

Total Income
$177,626

$8,657

MAY

$17,543

JUNE
$8,684

JULY

$10,227

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER $5,391
$8,135

OCTOBER

$10,640

NOVEMBER

$75,923
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My Quiet Cave is an IRS registered 501c3 public charity.
All donations are tax deductible
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Mail Checks:
My Quiet Cave
1101 South Washington Street
Denver, Colorado 80210

Ellie Stevens, DO Board Chair

Donate Online:

Becky Newquist, LCSW Vice Chair

You can give online by credit card or by
account transfer: myquietcave.org/give

Matt Earnhardt, PhD Secretary
Brian Curtis, MBA Treasurer

Donate Stock Options:

Stephen Albi, MDiv

You can give stock options through
National Christian Foundation:
jwill@nationalchristian.com

David Waters, PMP
Brandon Appelhans, MDiv
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